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One of our editorial team while searching for copy to include in this issue.
NOT SO MUCH AN EDITORIAL
- MORE A SET OF IDEAS.

Or

A FEW NOTES FOR THIS ISSUE.

YOU MIGHT OF NOTICED A FEW CHANGES OF STYLE WITHIN THIS ISSUE OF ISC.

IN PUTTING THIS EDITION TOGETHER I HAVE ATTEMPTED TO PLAY WITH VARIOUS IDEAS ABOUT THE VISUAL PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION, WHILE MAKING A MUCH MORE THEMATIC PRESENTATION OF IDEAS THAN HAS EVER BEEN DONE WITHIN PREVIOUS ISSUES OF ISC.

THIS ISSUE OF ISC IS INTENDED TO GIVE YOU:
- SOME UPDATES,
- SOME INTERNATIONAL NEWS,
&
- SOME INFORMATION ABOUT RADICAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

IN BETWEEN PUTTING THIS EDITION TOGETHER I HAVE BEEN CHANGING HOME.

MY NEW HOME IS WITHIN 100 METRES OF ONE OF THE NUKILLER WASTE TRAIN ROUTES. SO I GUESS THAT I'LL BE_putting some more time into antinuke work during the coming few years.

I MENTION THIS AS IT APTLY ILLUSTRATES THAT MANY OF THOSE ISSUES WHICH PEOPLE MIGHT VIEW AS 'POLITICAL', ARE IN REALITY ABOUT HOW WE LIVE OUR LIVES, AND ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT.

AS WITH EVERY ISSUE OF ISC - THERE IS A CHANGE OF EDITOR.

I HOPE THAT YOU LIKE WHAT THIS EDITOR HAS DONE.

WELL - ALL IS CHANGE. MARTYN LOWE

JULY 2001
Anarchism 2001
The 20th Annual Anarchist Bookfair
Saturday October 20th
10.00 - 19.00.

The very first Anarchist Bookfair was in 1981.

'This year’s Anarchist Bookfair is bigger. Because we’ve been so crushed into Conway Hall for the last few years, we’ve moved to a bigger hall: the Camden Centre. At the back of Camden Town Hall (opposite St Pancras Station) this time you’ll have some space to see the books, stalls, videos and crèche. The Bookfair is 100 metres from King's Cross tube.'

Camden Centre, Town Hall, Judd Street, London WC1.

For more information contact:
MAIL@ANARCHISTBOOKFAIR.ORG

or see:

HTTP://FREESPACE.VIRGIN.NET/ANARCHIST.BOOKFAIR/

Cartoon: Donald Room - 1st Published in FREEDOM - Aug' 15th 1998
"Privately managed state school chain launched. Britain's first federation of privately-managed state schools was officially launched this week claiming it will use the latest technology to beat teacher shortages... The government's national plan for secondary schools unveiled last month showed 3Es (3 E Enterprises) influenced ministers' thinking on the future of comprehensives. In the green paper, it said it would enable private, voluntary or successful state schools in a way that would "further develop the model" put forward by 3Es" (Local Government First, 17 March 2001) The privatisation of Britain's schools has begun. The takeover of "failing LEAs" by private companies is making way for the wholesale takeover of the education service by 3Es and other organisations which will help New Labour to dismantle the comprehensive system. This is part of a bigger process - globalisation - which will affect every aspect of our lives, if the WTO gets its way. But, as "The Battle in Seattle" points out, there is a well-organised anti-capitalist movement which will fight them every inch of the way. This book - which spans from "The morning after Prague (Sep 2000) to "post-Nice postscript" (Dec 2000) - applies a Marxist analysis to globalisation and examines the impact of this new stage of imperialism on education. The WTO is attempting to greatly extend the remit of the old GATT to cover issues such as Trade Related Intellectual Property Measures, and agreements on information technology and telecommunications. As a result, the Battle for Seattle was not only significant for Education - it also has major implications for the mass media, communications industries, the Internet and information workers. The WTO has recognised the growing importance of the "knowledge structure" (knowledge has become a significant factor of production) and there is an emphasis on knowledge-based industries (which includes schools, libraries, ICT, etc). While global media corporations are becoming homogenised, there is a parallel move to privatise education and commercialise information. The Education Green paper marks a sharp shift away from the comprehensive system and towards increased specialisation. This shift is being aided by the National Curriculum and the growth of private sector education consultancies. Education is significant for anti-capitalism because Education, as a commodity, is crucial to the capitalisation of people. In New Labour speak, the knowledge economy has replaced manufacturing and welfarism has taken over from welfare. The "businessification" of schooling will reduce teacher resistance to these changes and will produce workers who are able to help the UK compete in the global economy. Workers will be educated and trained to maintain capitalism - they will become agents in their own oppression. To prevent this happening another social universe must be created - socialism, based on addressing human need. We can look, for example, to Cuba where a socialist education system has played a crucial role in building social justice, equality and solidarity for progressive social change. Neo-liberalism has both a
NATIONAL AND AN INTERNATIONAL FOCUS. IT NEEDS TO BE COUNTERED ON BOTH THESE FRONTS. NATIONALLY, THERE ARE STRUGGLES GOING ON ALL OVER THE WORLD, INCLUDING THE LANDLESS PEASANTS MOVEMENT IN BRAZIL, MEXICO'S ZAPATISTAS, AND THE CARNIVAL AGAINST CAPITALISM IN LONDON. INTERNATIONALLY, WHEREVER THE WORLD CAPITALIST MOVEMENT MEETS, IT CAN NOW EXPECT TO MEET RESISTANCE FROM WORKERS, WHO USE THE INTERNET TO ORGANISE ACROSS BORDERS, AND THEN JOIN UP IN A FORCEFUL SHOW OF DIRECT ACTION. THE LATEST MANIFESTATION OF THIS ("ACTIVISTS CLASH WITH POLICE AT NAPLES FORUM", MORNING STAR, 17 MARCH 2001) TOOK PLACE AT THE THIRD GLOBAL FORUM MEETING ON GOVERNANCE IN NAPLES. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SEATTLE WAS THE SCALE AND THE DEGREE OF ORGANISATION OF THIS RESISTANCE, ALTHOUGH THERE ARE DEBATES AS TO WHETHER THE PROTESTS WERE ANTI CAPITALIST OR PRO SOCIALIST (AMONG OTHER ALTERNATIVES TO CAPITALISM). THE QUESTION, AFTER SEATTLE, IS "WHAT NEXT?", AND THE AUTHOR SUGGESTS THE NEED FOR A NEW VISION, PRINCIPLES, POLICIES, AND ORGANISATION. IN TERMS OF THE STRUGGLE WITHIN EDUCATION, THERE IS A NEED FOR CRITICAL PEDAGOGY (FOR MORE ON THIS SEE OTHER WORKS BY THE HILLCOLE GROUP OF RADICAL LEFT EDUCATORS). THIS BOOK PROVIDES A VERY USEFUL MARXIST ANALYSIS OF THE PAST AND GIVES HOPE FOR A FUTURE WHERE HUMANITY IS NOT DOMINATED BY CAPITAL.

JOHN PATEMAN

Picture:

Still looking for material to include in this issue.
Corporate Watch

Corporate Watch is a radical research and publishing group, based in Oxford, UK. It was set up in late 1996 to support activism against large corporations, particularly multinationals.

The magazine 'Corporate Watch' was published every 3 months, and presented a critical, though light-hearted, challenge to corporate dominance – informing activists and potential activists in the issues, and providing information for campaigns and campaigners. The magazine has now changed format, and is replaced by a regular newsletter 'Corporate Watch' and great resources upon its website.

For more information Contact:

Corporate Watch,
16b Cherwell St. Oxford OX4 1BG. U.K.
Tel. +44(0)1865 791 391.
www.corporatewatch.org.uk
mail@corporatewatch.org

GREEN ANARCHIST

GREEN ANARCHIST MAGAZINE has just folded with Issue # 62.

Anyone who wishes to find out more about the complex reasons for this closure should contact:

Stephen Booth,
editor of GA # 62
9 Ash Avenue, Galgate,
Lancaster, LA2 0NP

tel: 01524-752212 email: grandlaf@lineone.net
The Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe (REC)

http://www.rec.org/Default.shtml

This is a website with LOTS of good information upon it!

The Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe (REC) is a non-advocacy, not-for-profit organisation with a mission to assist in solving environmental problems in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). The Center fulfills its mission through encouraging cooperation among non-governmental organisations, governments and businesses, supporting the free exchange of information and promoting public participation in environmental decision-making.

The REC was established in 1990 by the United States, the European Commission and Hungary. Today, the REC is legally based on a Charter signed by the governments of 25 countries and the European Commission, and on an international agreement with the Government of Hungary.

The REC has its head office in Szentendre, Hungary and Country Offices in each of its 15 beneficiary CEE countries, which are: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, FYR Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Yugoslavia.

REC produce many very useful publications, which include:

The Bulletin: The Quarterly Magazine of the REC.

Government and Environment: A Directory of Governmental Organisations with Environmental Responsibilities in Central and Eastern Europe.

Guide to Implementing Local Environmental Action Programs in Central and Eastern Europe

&

Media Source Directory: A Journalist's Guide to Environmental Contacts in Central and Eastern Europe

For more information Contact:

REC's Head Office
2000 Szentendre
Ady Endre út 9-11
Hungary

Tel: (36-26) 504-000  Fax: (36-26) 311-294  E-mail: info@rec.org
Peace Brigades International (PBI)

PBI is a grassroots organization that explores and promotes nonviolent peacekeeping and support for human rights.

When invited, it sends teams of volunteers into areas of political repression and conflict. The volunteers accompany human rights defenders, their organizations, and others threatened by political violence.

PBI wins Martin Ennals Award for human rights defenders

More than 100 people including representatives from national and international NGOs and the UN attended a ceremony in Geneva on 29 March when PBI was presented with the 2001 Martin Ennals Award. The Award has been presented annually since 1993 to individuals and organisations who 'have displayed exceptional courage and innovation in combatting human rights violations.' The Foundation responsible for the Award is made up of nine of the world's leading human rights organisations including Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and the World Organisation against Torture.

The Award recognises PBI's work in promoting nonviolence and human rights for the past twenty years and in particular for the work of PBI's 35 volunteers in Colombia.

In addition to this Award PBI has also been nominated for the Nobel Peace prize by the American Friends Service Committee.
Bibliotek i Samhälle (BIS)

"Libraries in Society".

BIS is a politically independent organisation working on a socialist basis to promote progressive librarianship.

BIS have just revised their Webpage information in English.

HTTP://WWW.BOK-FORM.SE/BIS/BIS_ENGLISH/5_1_PROGRAM.HTM

Schnews

is perhaps one of best sources of Alternative news that one can read.

The new SchNEWS annual is out -

'SchNEWS & SQUALL's Yearbook 2001'

It is a 300 page annual which features full reprints of SchNEWS 251-300, many articles and pictures from SQUALL, plus more articles, news, pictures, and satirical material about the events of the period March 2000 - April 2001.

"The Zapatistas march into Mexico City, thousands disrupt the World Bank meeting in Prague, Churchill gets and anarchist makeover: from Bognor to Bogota, Dudley to Delhi, and Kilburn to Melbourne, resistance has become as global as the institutions of capitalism.

It's all here. Featuring SchNEWS 251-300, the best of Squall, plus article from people at the frontline of struggles worldwide, and creating sustainable solutions to the corporate carve-up of the planet. All wrapped up with loadsa photos, cartoons, satirical graphics, subverts, and a comprehensive contacts database."

It is available shops for £7 or £8.50 (inc. p&p) from SchNEWS.

ISBN 09529748 4 3

SchNEWS/Justice?
P.O. Box 2600, Brighton, BN2 2DX
England

Tel / Autofax: +44 (0)1273 685913
Email: schnews@brighton.co.uk
Web: www.schnews.org.uk/
Statewatch

Statewatch is a non-profit-making voluntary group founded in 1991. It is comprised of lawyers, academics, journalists, researchers and community activists. Its European network of contributors is drawn from 12 countries. Statewatch encourages the publication of investigative journalism and critical research in the fields of the state, civil liberties and openness.

The Statewatch bulletin was launched in 1991 and is now in its 11th year of publication. Coverage includes news, features and research sources on new measures introduced by national governments and the EU institutions in Brussels as well as reporting from the ground on the effect of policies and state practices in the community.

The Statewatch website was launched in August 1995, from the outset it included a free, searchable database. It now holds 26,000 items including coverage from the bulletin.

In 1997 the Statewatch European Monitoring and Documentation Centre (SEMDOC) was launched. SEMDOC has an extensive collection documents from the Council of the European Union, the European Commission and the European Parliament on justice and home affairs and civil liberties. The SEMDOC website was launched in 1998 together with the Statewatch European Monitor.

In June 2000 Statewatch News online was launched and carries news and features with extensive full-text background documentation to supplement coverage in the bulletin. In January 2001 the Statewatch subscriber website was launched which is accessible through an online subscription to bulletin subscribers - it carries the current bulletin in "PDF" format and a database of all coverage in the bulletin from 1991 to the current issue.

Contributions to the Statewatch database and bulletin are welcomed:

office@statewatch.org

Statewatch,
PO Box 1516,
London N16 0EW, UK

Tel: +44 (0)208 802 1882
Fax: +44 (0)208 880 1727

http://www.statewatch.org/
Some Recent Developments

The Diversity Council launched

An historic event took place in London on March 14th, 2001 when, under the guidance of Prof. Ismail Abdullahi, a number of organisations came together to form the Diversity Council. The three organisations that form the Diversity Council are African Caribbean Library Association (ACLA), the Asian Librarians and Advisers Group (ALAG), and Race and Class Group (RCG). The Chinese Library Support Group, the Specialist Provision in Community Languages and English Group (SPICE) and the Vietnamese Library Support Network have since joined the Council.

The Council aims to become a group of the LA, and is calling on members to sign a letter asking the LA to recognise it as such. The Diversity Council is launching its newsletter Diversity.

More details from Shiraz Durrani: shiraz.durrani@merton.gov.uk

Quality Leaders Project for Black Library & Information Workers

The QLP which is supported by re:source, ALCL and the Library Association is now ready to implement its two pilot plans. At a meeting in April, the advisory group approved the proposals from Quality Leaders from Birmingham and Merton. Both pilots aim to improve public library services while developing black managers. The Management Research Centre, University of North London, which carried out the initial feasibility study, is carrying out training and evaluation. It will release its latest findings at the Black Contribution Conference at Umbrella LA on 6 July. A newsletter will be produced for QLP by the Social Exclusion Action Planning Network.

LA’s Policy Advisory Group on Social Inclusion

The Library Association has recently established three Policy Group on Social Inclusion (PAGs) - on social inclusion, regionalism and devolution, and on a national information policy. Future PAGs are likely to include health, and competitiveness and the knowledge economy.

The PAGs have been set up to deal with the important cross-cutting policy issues. PAGs are meant to provide a fresh look at these policy areas. They involve leading members of the profession with an expertise in the subject area concerned.

TUC’s Black workers deserve better

The TUC black workers conference was held in Perth at the end of April 2001 and discussed the worsening position faced by black workers in Britain. The TUC Report, Black workers deserve better was released at the Conference.

Merton ReachOut

Merton Libraries has issues the first issue of a new quarterly newsletter about outreach services. The first issue contains articles from various communities, articles by library staff giving some details of the outreach services. Full details about community outreach projects will be included in the forthcoming Community Outreach Projects Handbook. Copies available from Di Reynolds, BME/Outreach services, bme.outreach@merton.gov.uk.

New publications

LIBRARIANS PROTEST MURDER OF PROTESTOR IN GENOA!

OPEN LETTER FROM LIBRARIANS AGAINST THE MURDER OF PEOPLE EXERCISING THE RIGHT TO PROTEST AGAINST CORPORATE GLOBALIZATION AT THE GENOA CONFERENCE, JULY 2001

The undersigned librarians, library employees, library professors & teachers of library & information sciences, information professionals, paraprofessionals and service providers, wish to express their horror at the escalating anti-civilian military mobilizations and the planned and entirely disproportionate violence exercised against fundamentally peaceful, certainly unarmed, protests of the meetings of the G7+, the WTO, the IMF/World Bank and all other gatherings of the proponents and agencies of a transnational corporate world order.

We reject (and hold responsible the entire chain of command behind it) the orchestrated, planned violence of the armed-to-the-teeth defenders of the global elite against the all-too-visible political manifestations of popular, international rejection of the agendas of the institutions perceived as imposing policies and practices which, rather than alleviating the problems they claim to be confronting (hunger-famine - on an unimaginable scale; dislocations of entire populations; marginalizations of whole sectors (class strata, nations, peoples, ethnic groups), poverty of a degree and scale which has been -and continues to be (for most people) unthinkable; rampant epidemics of fatal disease; massive environmental despoliation in the overwhelming majority of the world, and increasing attacks even on the social & economic gains of most people in the so-called developed world with its welfare state protections and public sectors being scrapped and shredded, including in the self-proclaimed economic 'super-powers') are merely interested in creating a stabilized global regime in which the attempted globalized monopolization of effective wealth and power in the hands of actors not responsible to any democratic control is imposed, while containing the disruptions created by the inevitable resistance of the masses of people affected by policies over which they have no control.

We protest, vehemently, the murder of an anti-corporate protestor in Genoa, shot and ruthlessly run-over by a military vehicle, and also the growing number of those protestors being beaten, gassed, shot at, trampled, jailed and subjected to both personal brutality and high-tech crowd control techniques for the purposes of discouraging their protests - and all such protests - and preventing them from having any impact on those world "leaders" who are presently meeting in a fortified compound in the free city of Genoa.
WE CALL ON THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC ELITE MEETING IN GENOA - AND READY TO MEET IN FURTHER FORTIFIED LOCATIONS OVER THE NEXT MONTHS AS THEY HAVE SINCE THE WTO DEBACLE IN SEATTLE - TO ABANDON THE ENTIRE ANTI-DEMOOCRATIC FRAMEWORK OF THEIR DELIBERATIONS, TO DROP THE ANTI-POPULAR PROGRAMS AND POLICIES WHICH THEY ARE PURSUING AND TO ENTER INTO FREE, OPEN DIALOGUE, TRANSPARENT AND UNIMPEDED, WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF CIVIL SOCIETY AND OF ORGANIZED MASS-DEMOOCRATIC FORCES AND MOVEMENTS.

LET THIS MURDER IN GENOA NOT BE IN VAIN! THE ESCALATION OF THIS CONFRONTATION WITH POPULAR INTERESTS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE NEEDS OF THE ORDINARY PEOPLE OF THE WORLD SHOULD COME TO A HALT HERE AND NOW.

THE CYNICISM OF BUSH WHO TELLS THE WORLD THAT THE PROTESTS ONLY HURT THE CAUSE OF "THE POOR" (AS IF "THE POOR" WERE SOME CATEGORY OF HUMANS APART FROM HIS OWN SPECIES) MUST BE REJECTED WITH THE CONTEMPT IT DESERVES.

WE CALL ON OUR FELLOW PROFESSIONALS AND WORKERS, EDUCATORS, CULTURAL ACTIVISTS, ALL THOSE ENGAGED IN THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SERVICE SECTOR, TO REJECT PRIVATIZATION, THE DESTRUCTION OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR WHERE IT EXISTS AND ITS DISCOURAGEMENT WHERE IT HAS YET TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY DEVELOPED, THE SUBSTITUTION OF ANTI-DEMOCRATIC SUPRA-NATIONAL DECISION-MAKING OF SECRET BODIES REPRESENTING ELITE INTERESTS FOR EXISTING DEMOCRATIC STRUCTURES HOWEVER WEAK.

PROGRESSIVE LIBRARIANS AND INFORMATION WORKERS SAY NO TO CORPORATE GLOBALIZATION; NO TO MURDEROUS VIOLENCE AGAINST LEGITIMATE MILITANT, MASS ANTI-GLOBALIZATION PROTEST; NO TO THE EROSION OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS; NO TO THE CRUSHING OF THE CLAIMS OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY AND THE EQUAL RIGHTS OF MINORITIES; NO TO THE CREATION OF A NEW ECONOMIC ORDER BASED ON THE BURDENING OF THE POOR NATIONS WITH INCREASING DEBT!

MARK ROSENZWEIG
CO-EDITOR, PROGRESSIVE LIBRARIAN

JULY 21ST 2001

IF YOU WISH TO ADD YOUR NAME TO THIS STATEMENT, THEN YOU CAN DO SO UPON

http://libr.org/PLG/Genoa.html
You've undoubtedly noticed that the pace of cultural change has given rise to new uses to the word "classic": classic rock, Classic Coke, classic cars. When new things replace old things, the new things usually lack something that we didn't appreciate before it was missing. What is missing from the new then gives a new value to the old thing that can be indicated with the word "classic." (The word "retro," by contrast, is trivializing.) I think that this is sometimes more than simple nostalgia; it is part of how our culture is dealing with the fact that change, or even what is commonly thought of as "progress," is not exactly the same thing as improvement. (This is true even if you don't prefer classic rock).

This editorial is concerned with the way a new concept of information, which I will call neo-information, has replaced the old, which I will call classic information. Understanding this conceptual change is essential for understanding the "information age." It is also important in thinking about the role of libraries in an "information society." (The idea I am sketching out here needs to be worked out further at a later date. If you want to help me think about it, please contact me at Rory@libr.org.)

Classic information is knowledge about facts or events or the communication of that knowledge. Libraries provide classic information in the sense that they provide access to reference materials and the facts contained therein. Classic information, is, in a sense, that which is "about" reality. Long before the information age, libraries provided the classic information that is contained in almanacs, directories, dictionaries, etc. Libraries also provided access to literature, but literature was not information or something that information could contain; it was a different category. Classic information is a much more limited concept than neo-information.

What I call neo-information is the concept of information created by Shannon and Weaver, and is the accidental development that, in my opinion, gives their work its social significance. Shannon and Weaver created a special definition of information for use in their theory - it became that which could be carried by a signal in the process of electronic communication. Electronic signals now primarily carry images and sounds; thus, images and sounds are now also information (neo-information).
NEO-INFORMATION is also "that which is about reality", but in a new way: in the sense that it is form abstracted from substance or that which gives order and pattern to physical matter. Thus, your DNA contains the information that gives order to the protein molecules that make up your body. The TV signal contains the information that gives order to the electrons that hit the phosphorescent screen. There are machines, used by engineers to create models, that take three-dimensional maps or designs created on computers and turn them into three-dimensional objects. And, a TCP/IP stream might contain the information that makes up Sartre's Nausea, thus making literature a subset of neo-information.

In a sense, neo-information is just overgrown classic information: nothing more than very extensive knowledge (whether in someone's mind or only in a device) of facts and events - the facts and events that make up reality. But in becoming so ubiquitous it has become something new as well. Perhaps the main feature of the contemporary age is the way in which the images and information with which we are surrounded have become our reality. Where Jean Baudrillard speaks of simulacra, he could just as easily speak of neo-information (or the mediated world we create through our use of neo-information). Where information was originally "about" reality, in the age of neo-information it has become the substance of "reality" itself.

This characteristic of neo-information is what reveals the value of classic information. Where neo-information creates a new reality that is dependent upon it for existence, classic information is dependent on the real world which it is "about" and privileges that reality. Classic information, therefore, has the potential of maintaining our connection to the real world and authentic existence, while neo-information offers a connection to itself via images, and privileges abstraction.

Today, classic information and neo-information exist side by side under the same name ("information"), and that is the source of a problem, in that neo-information borrows from the moral authority of classic information. Classic information is related to truth telling, investigative journalism, critical reflection and sworn testimony; the practices which bind us to reality as a group. Thus we have the moral weight of the saying, "information wants to be free" and the traditional values of librarianship (equity of access to information, intellectual freedom). Because it falls under the same title of "information," neo-information borrows from the value of classic information and uses it to support its own form of non-connection to reality.
This is evidenced in legal protection for the crappiest corporate entertainment, commercial billboards, and the other junk that makes up our mental environment, and their presence in libraries.

Drawing a distinction between classic information and neo-information is important for thinking about library services in the information age. In an age where the majority of our experience throughout the day is taken up by "information," how can we begin to think about the future of an institution we understand as being based on "information provision?" With information so ubiquitous, how can we have any claim to being "information professionals" any more than a graphic artist who uses Photoshop or a television producer is an "information professional?"

The answer is to conceive of information as it relates to libraries in terms of classic information and not neo-information.

Shannon and Weaver have been nothing if not a source of confusion for our profession.

Rory Litwin

Rory is the editor of
Library Juice,
& an activist within the
Progressive Librarians Guild
GLOBALISATION AND INFORMATION

Coming soon, coming next - "Globalisation and information" - the next issue (December 2001) of 'Information for Social Change'. Many important and urgent issues will be addressed. New Labour has made clear its intention to introduce a large programme of privatisation of the public services. If the programme goes ahead some unions have even threatened to withdraw their funds to Labour. However, New Labour is a servant (albeit a willing one) of a greater force at large - global capitalism. Governments the world over nurture capital’s quest to dominate economic and social life. Capitalism is now a global, seemingly all-embracing, all-pervasive system, together with all its contradictions and irrationalities. As Richard Sanders says in ‘GATS: the end of democracy’ (Australian Financial Review, 15th June 2001)

We are witnessing the economic colonisation of the world by corporate interests... and... proposed changes being negotiated will lead inevitably to the demise of most public services including health and education.

Sanderson does not mention libraries and information services specifically, but this is a general problem that everyone in the library and information field is aware of. Libraries and information do not typically get the same coverage as other areas of social life, hence the importance of this issue. Clearly, libraries will follow down the same path; indeed, they are already starting to. Many organisations now charge for providing information in various ways.

Tragically, libraries and information are seen to be relatively unimportant - which is a real travesty. Information and knowledge is the key to understanding. If more people had access to this key, the globalisation agenda itself would not be rolling along as smoothly as it currently is. By default, the general public is largely fed the propaganda generated by big business and corporate interests - by the likes of Murdoch and Co. We are being sucked along into the global capital web - which will eventually cause misery and death to millions (in addition to those whose lives have already been blighted or terminated by capitalism), as the planet also continues to burn up.

All these changes are taking place through agreements that are being negotiated and signed by corporate interest, with the assistance of nation states, behind closed doors. The WTO and GATS are well-known agreements, but there are many other agreements as well. The Poverty Reduction and Growth Formula has special conditions, for example, attached to the assistance it receives from the IMF and the World Bank’s Heavily Indebted Poor Countries initiatives.

All these mind-blowing issues as well as others will be addressed in the next issue.

Ruth Rikowski, 24th June 2001, London